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Introduction
Let's face it, most of the starlets in the adult industry today are not exactly models you'll find on a
fashion runway. Hell, some of them belong on an airline runway! Top Notch Bitches is a site that
cherry-picks only the most stunning beauties the industry has to offer.

Adult Review
World class starlet Gina Lynn is trying to make the transition from laying on her back (getting boned like she has no internal
organs) to standing on her feet (behind the camera directing a new crop of whores).
  
  On her official website TopNotch Bitches, Ms. Lynn gathers up some of the prettiest faces in smut today. This site is for that
handful of women who could have been mainstream models but decided to suck dick for a living instead. As Gina puts it, on
her site they are all expected to follow one simple rule: "Fuck like whores for the Gina Lynn fans..."
  
  Dillan Lauren, Eve Lawrence, Nikki Benz and a few others including Gina Lynn herself all put out top shelf performances
to give fans what they came to see. If this site is any sign of what is to come from Ms. Lynn she has just as much of a career
ahead of her as she has behind her.
  
  Along with all the included sites listed on the right side of this review, Top Notch Bitches does its part to make a
Meatmembers subscription something to take pride in.
  
  Please be aware that when you signup that on the join page there are 'pre-checked' boxes which add other sites to your order.
If you want to include these other sites you may leave them checked, but be aware that they renew automatically and can cost
a significant amount of money per month unless you uncheck the boxes when you join.
  
  All scenes are offered in a variety of formats and none of them are DRM encrypted, that means anything you download
today will still be on your drives even if the guys at Meatmembers move on to something else. These sites are a collector's
dream.

Porn Summary
Not the usual washed up whores... these wet bitches are real models and that makes them Top Notch Bitches!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Magazine covergirls dont look any better....'
Quality: 92  Updates: 80 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 81
Support: 80 Unique: 60    Taste: 83        Final: 83
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 68
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